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2020 Virtual WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards 

Nomination Form 

 

□ CATEGORY: E-Education & Learning 

□ NOMINEE: “EDISON Platform Service for Computational Science and Engineering”  

- Korea Institute of Science & Technology Information (KISTI) 

□ NOMINATED BY: The Federation of Korean Information Industries, Republic of Korea  

□ REASON FOR NOMINATION: Development and innovative utilization of electronic education 

support programs 

   

Overview 

The EDISON project(https://www.edison.re.kr), which started in 2011, has built the EDISON 

platform on the Korean national supercomputing infrastructure. The EDISON platform is a well-

known Science gateway research and education platform in the Republic of Korea, which stands for 

“EDucation-research Integration through Simulation on the Open platform and the Net.” The   

EDISON platform is a general-purpose web-based platform where application researchers in 

computational science and engineering, can both develop and use simulation services, as well as 

simulation data collection, storage, and analysis using AI as a one-stop service for free. The 

EDISON platform will continue providing opportunities of supercomputing practical use and 

scientific SWs, as well as resources to everyone who is interested in conducting high-

performance computing (HPC), anytime and anywhere. 

 

 
< EDISON and Supercomputing service > 
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< EDISON website>     <Example of scientific simulation using EDISON Platform – Protein simulation > 

 

Objectives 

1. (Sharing, reusing, and linking the latest research outcomes to education and further 

research) Prepare a foundation on which the SWs and resources related to the latest research 

outcomes developed at university research laboratories, can be shared quickly and reused in other 

research or linked to education sites. In particular, the EDISON platform and EDISON massive open 

online course (MOOC) have attracted attention for providing educational contents that are highly 

appropriate for non-face-to-face scientific and engineering practice, in response to the need for 

online education and research during the COVID19 era. The various educational materials provided 

through the EDISON MOOC help impart training programs that link theoretical lectures in science 

and engineering with simulation software, and these tools are expected to contribute toward the 

establishment of an integrated platform for online education. 

 

2. (Emergence of a need for fostering digital professionals for science and engineering in the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution era) To keep up with the changes in an intelligent informatization 

society, the need for fostering human resources using various SWs and HPC, as core technology for 

solving scientific problems through large-scale data processing and computer simulation, has 

increased. The use of HPC technology in the computational science and engineering* field is 

particularly expected to be a driving force in fostering a digital manufacturing sector, which is one of 

the foundation industries in Korea. 

* Computational Science and Engineering: an academic field, in which scientific discovery and prediction 

are performed using mathematical equations + computer + data, instead of using physical experimental 
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devices 

3. (Providing an easy-to-use environment of HPC) Provide a simple one-stop platform service 

whereby computational science and engineering education and research can be conducted anytime, 

anywhere, and without difficulties. 

 

- Recently, applied science areas that have combined physics, computational chemistry, material 

science, and life science, among others, have shown interest in HPC-based cyber infrastructure at 

industrial and research sites. 

- To date, studies have been conducted in the command-line interface (CLI) environment with the 

objective of using a majority of HPC resources. However, the novices regard this method to be 

unfriendly owing to the high barrier to entry. 

- Provide service that everyone can use without feeling left out, by providing user-friendly web-

based GUI platforms (diversification of customized execution environment) for computational 

science and engineering, as well as the CLI environment for those who are familiar with it. 

 

 

Technologies & Tools 

The service has developed a user-responsive online learning and research environment where one 

can learn anywhere, anytime, and away from device constraints; allowing even non-technical people 

to combine simulation exercises and theoretical studies, by organizing various digital elements such 

as electronic teaching material, simulations, virtual classrooms, and data-based analysis using AI, for 

college lectures and individual studies and learning. 

 

1. Science AppStore is one space of the platform where SW can be registered, used, and managed. 

Initially, the idea was borrowed from the Apple App Store, but it does not handle payment 

transactions. Here, the developers or users can register their own SWs and data, as well as find and 

execute the SW and data when needed. 
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< Scientific SW Appstore > 

 

 

< Usage history of a SW app > 
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2. Scientific workbench is a user-friendly browser-based simulation running panel, containing the 

customized work areas of input, output, visualization, monitoring, and job control, among others, for 

Apps (simulation SW) developers. This tool enables users to conduct their simulations efficiently 

and lowers the barriers to entry for users with fewer computational technology skills, such as users in 

computational medicine. 

 

 

< Web-based workbench for running scientific simulation: physiology simulation > 

 

3. Scientific workflow is a function that connects numerous SWs registered in the EDISON 

Platform with each other. This tool has functions that can check the type of input and output in each 

SW, and if necessary, insert and modify script in SW that performs conversion. Therefore, it 

facilitates automation of execution as well as development collaboration by simply constructing a 

variety of SWs networks. 
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< Web-based scientific workflow service: Multiphysics simulation for a Human Heart > 

 

4. EDISON Data and Machine-Learning Framework is a framework that provides analysis tools 

such as a repository function of simulation data and machine learning. Currently, physical property 

prediction research and educational uses are performed by constructing millions of materials 

property datasets. 

 

< Simulation Data Repository > 
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< Artificial Intelligence-based scientific research service: Predicting materials properties > 

 

5. EDISON e-Learning environment provides various contents for lectures, and practical training 

that has been developed in the EDISON MOOC by university professors and researchers who have 

developed the simulation SW for the EDISON Platform. This tool provides an authoring tool for 

directly composing contents and multi-learning elements that can be used for practical training while 

taking a lecture. In particular, the spread of the COVID19 pandemic has created the need for new 

solutions that combine educational and scientific technologies because many universities are now 

conducting online lectures via virtual classrooms. The EDISON platform can be used for educational 

and research purposes as it has been equipped with simulation SW for specialized scientific and 

engineering fields. The EDISON MOOC provides a virtual practice environment for developing and 

imparting various educational contents. Thus, the EDISON platform and EDISON MOOC service 

have enhanced learning via online training by enabling virtual practice and a classroom-like 

experience with combined video, text, and data resources. 
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<EDISON e-Learning resources > 

 

Activities 

The number of users has increased annually; currently, there are seven academic disciplines and 

more than ten thousand annual users. Vigorous activities, such as college lectures, workshops, and 

SW contests, have been accelerated by the deployment and use of the EDISON platform.  
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< Scenario of EDISON simulation service > 
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<Various activities using apps on EDISON > 

 

Achievements - REASONS FOR NOMINATION 

1. Built a Platform Ecosystem: Growing users, resources, and scientific areas  

There are currently seven application centers for computational science and engineering on the 

EDISON platform, including computational fluid dynamics, chemistry, nano-physics, structural 
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dynamics, optimal design, medicine, urban environment. More than about 10,000 users from various 

science and engineering fields across 59 universities in Korea use the platform every year. The 

EDISON platform has been extended to the global users in NSF funded PRAGMA (Pacific Rim 

Applications and Grid Middleware Assembly) community. 

* Developed SW (900 SWs) and educational resources (850 contents), 59 universities and 

institutions nationwide, 2,119 lectures, 74,231 users as of July 2020. 

  

< Quantitative achievements > 

 

2. Won Various Awards: Results of vigorous activities and outcomes 

The EDISON platform has been recognized for its excellence in Korea as well as internationally. The 

first time in Korea and third in Asia, the platform won the "HPC Innovation Excellence Award" 

awarded by IDC in 2013. At that time, the platform achieved both recognition in terms of innovation 

and return on investment (ROI). At the same time, Facebook also won the same award only in terms 

of innovation. Since then, the EDISON project has proven its technical excellence with awards such 

as the R&D Excellence Top 50, the Korea national R & D top 100, and social contribution award in 

2016, as well as the Digital Government category of the ASOCIO ICT Awards. 
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< Awards: HPC Innovation Excellence (left) and Korea national R&D Top 100 (right) > 

 

3. Provide career development opportunities: Most EDISON project participants developed their 

own career path early. 

Among 124 graduates (7 bachelors’, 67 masters’, and 39 doctorate students) who participated in the 

EDISON project by developing SWs and contents, 113 people currently work in the computational 

science and engineering domain domestically and internationally, in industry, universities, and 

research institutes. The employment rate of those people is 91.1%, that is over 20% higher than the 

average employment rate of science and engineering graduates; approximately 70% in Korea. 

 

4. Global community: Platform as a service for Asia–Pacific communities 

The EDISON platform has recently been selected as the official platform for international 

collaborative research in the PRAGMA
*
 program, which is funded by the US NSF and in which 

more than 30 Asia–Pacific countries are involved. Recently, many countries are asking about the 

EDISON platform service, especially for purposes of education and learning. This is evidence that 

the international community is recognizing the excellence of the EDISON platform technology. 

* PRAGMA (Pacific Rim Applications and Grid Middleware Assembly): This is a Pacific rim ICT 

technology exchange community, supported by the US National Science Foundation (NSF) since 

2001, and more than 30 member countries collaborate on computing resource sharing, science and 

technology innovation, information technology problem solving, research exchange, etc. 
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< Service portal for Global PRAGMA community: https://pragma.edison.re.kr> 

 

 

< International activities: 36th PRAGMA workshop (left) and MoU with ICST @ Vietnam (right)> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://pragma.edison.re.kr/
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Conclusion 

In the 21st century, the world is making every effort to enhance the competitiveness of science and 

technology and the competitiveness in science and engineering, with the aim of leading in the fourth 

industrial revolution. Therefore, it is of great value to develop an ecosystem that enables more people 

to actively work using advanced IT infrastructures such as HPC, scientific SW, data, new AI 

technologies, and education. Students and researchers belonging to various areas of science and 

engineering will be given various opportunities through their activities of using and sharing content 

on the EDISON platform, and in their respective computational science communities. As over 

10,000 users and 59 universities are utilizing the platform every year, the effectiveness of the 

platform as an ecosystem can be confirmed. From now on, the students of member organizations and 

the researchers of 30 Asia–Pacific member countries will perform the web-based cooperative 

research and education through the PRAGMA research platform that has commenced the service in 

May 2019. In addition, with the growth of the importance of digital capabilities owing to COVID19, 

talent convergence must be fostered to power the Fourth Industrial Revolution by utilizing the 

EDISON Platform and EDISON MOOC in education and research. 

 As such outcomes accumulate, the number of international contribution cases for professional and 

intending people as many as possible is expected to increase continuously. 


